HEADGEAR PRODUCTS

“The Wedge” Cervical Neck Pad
Unique “wedge” shape prevents neck
strap slippage and enhances patient
comfort. Pad contours to neck,
eliminating wrinkling.
COLOR: black.
5/ pack.

High Pull Headcap
Headcap made of pure cotton,
hypo allergenic and washable, with
comfortable padding.
SIZES: small/medium medium/large.
COLORS: denim, black, royal, green,
pink, purple, confetti.
1/ pack.

Shaped to relieve lip and cheek pressures
and allow teeth to unravel quickly. Colored
Lip Bumpers lip pad with small ligating hooks for securing
in place. .045 diameter wire.

Safety Release Modules
Three force ranges provide distinct
and dependable traction.Metal or
plastic clip releases at 4 to 5 lbs.of
outward force to ensure patient
safety. Specify metal or plastic clip.
Metal clip: red, blue, black.
5 pair/ pack.
Plastic clip: blue.
Light force (450 grams). Medium force (600 grams). Heavy force (750 grams).

SIZES: Universal and 1 (83mm), 2 (90mm),
3 (97mm), 4 (104mm), 5 (111mm).
COLORS: black, blue, white, orange, yellow,
dark green, lime green, purple, light pink.
1/ pack.

Reverse Pull Face Mask
Comfortable frame minimizes irritation and
heightens patient acceptance. Mask features
soft leather chin and forehead pads.
Bilateral and bilongitudinal adjustments allow
for customized fit. Hexagon key included.

Cervical Neckpads
Ultra-soft, plush neck pads for
greater patient comfort.
Two placement loops provide easy
adjustment and accuracy of fit.
Colors: Black, pink, purple, denim, royal, forest green, and confetti
5/pack (one color)

One size fits all.
1/ pack.

Extraoral Facebows
Biomedical stainless steel.
Solid steel .045 inner bow.
Laser welded outer bow.
Solder free joints.
Preformed loops (short or long outer bow):
SIZES: 1 (83mm), 2 (90mm), 3 (97mm), 4 (104mm), 5 (111mm).

Multi-Adjustable Dynamic Facemask
Features Ergonomic forehead rest and chin cup
(full range of motion) with replaceable foam cushion.
Flat surface vertical main frame prevents rotation of
parts. End caps for smooth aesthetic appearance.
Horizontal crossbar permits precise angle of force
delivery. Multiple elastic stops eliminate slippage.
Colors: Clear, blue, red, green, pearl, USA flag.

1/ pack.

Preformed loops and elastic hooks (short or long outer bow):
SIZES: 1 (83mm), 2 (90mm), 3 (97mm), 4 (104mm), 5 (111mm).
Inter molar width=distal loop to distal loop in mm.

Standard facebow (short or long outer bow):
Optional hooks for elastics on inner bow.

1/4”
(8 oz.,14 oz.,or16 oz.)
5/16”
(8 oz.,14 oz.,or16 oz)

1/ pack.

caution: use facebows only with safety release modules.

3/8”
(8 oz.,14 oz.,or16 oz)

Extra-Oral Elastics
Activated force=three times original size
1,000 ELASTICS/ PACK.

1/2”
(8 oz.,14 oz,or16 oz)
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